Abstract-In the development of and research into multicharacter fighting computer games, Non-Player Characters (NPCs) frequently seem less intelligent owing to them having a single focus. As such, multi-character fighting becomes one-on-one fighting; one character will encounter another character only once the previous opponent is defeated. This study develops a new model in multi-character fighting, in which each NPC can simultaneously fight against many characters. Following this model, each character becomes an agent that makes his own decisions. The first advantage of this model is the integration of multi-character behaviors in fights. Each character can seek out enemies/opponents, select one target opponent, avoid obstacles, approach the target opponent, change the target opponent, and then defeat the opponent or be defeated by the opponent; in other words, each character can thus fight against many opponents. All of the behaviors in the fight take place automatically. The second advantage of this model is that each character does not only focus on the opponent being targeted, but also on the other opponents surrounding him. Each character can move from one opponent to another, even when the target opponent is not yet defeated. The third advantage of this model is that each character can move to another fight cluster, thus ensuring that fights seem more dynamic. This research has experimented with the model using a 3D application that can run on personal computers or smart phones.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is high demand for creating fight scenes in the film, television, and game industries. Although fighting is an event of continuous human interactions, it is not easily simulated on computers [1] . One important element in video games is NPCs (non-player characters), characters that are controlled not by a player, but by the computer. Research into NPCs has focused primarily on the quality of their behavior [2] . Non-player characters improve the gameplay experience [3] , and their visual appearance in a game has a direct effect on player performance [4] . While it is relatively easy to simulate simple, individual NPC behaviors, it is much more difficult to create meaningful interactions between them [5] .
In game applications, NPCs in multi-character fight scenes frequently appear foolish, as despite being close to opponents they will do nothing. They will focus only on one opponent, even when other opponents are closer. Therefore, although fight scenes appear to involve multiple characters, they are essentially one-on-one; NPCs will only switch to another opponent once the one being fought is defeated.
Animating scenes with multi-character interactions can be a particularly complex process [6] , especially multicharacter fight scenes. So far, research into multicharacter fights is still limited. Also, multi-character fight simulation studies have several limitations. In simulation by Shum et al. [7] , it seems that characters only attack or avoid attacks automatically. This is limited to generating scenes where multiple characters continuously interact and require enemies to be defeated after interaction [8] . As such, NPCs will only switch their targets if the opponent being fought is defeated.
Shum et al. [7] simulates multi-character fights using motion capture data instead of an agent-based approach. In creating his simulation, Shum uses more settings from an interaction patch. This has weaknesses in simulating multi-character fights because it only generates one-onone fights, and then combines these fights to form "multi- Agent system has many advantages in solving many problems [9] . The primary objective of this paper is to establish a model so each character can, as an agent, fight many opponents simultaneously. Therefore, each character can switch from one opponent to another, even when the opponent presently being fought has not yet been defeated. The advantage of this model is that multicharacter fighting can take place automatically.
In this model, each character acts as an agent that can independently seek out and select opponents. Each character can fight many opponents and decide to choose one available opponent to be confronted, as each character focuses not only on one opponent but also on those surrounding him. The model functions both with low and high character populations. In implementing this model, a 3D simulation has been developed to simulate multi-character fighting.
The paper is organized as follows. Section I describes the problem statement, the research objective, and the organization of the paper. Section II provides related work, includes previous studies of interaction simulation and fight simulation. Section III explains the proposed model. Section IV describes simulation result and discussion. Section V presents the conclusion of this research.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Interaction Simulation
Much research has been conducted in interaction simulation. In previous studies, many have emphasized the simulation human agents' movement. Zhao et al. present a simulation of pedestrians' backtrack and the waiting behavior [10] . Heliovaara et al. present a model for agents' behavior in counterflow situations [11] . Pouke et al. calibrate fluctuations of pedestrian traffic in a random model [12] . Li et al. animate large crowds using existing examples of groups motions' by applying an enhanced copy and paste technique on characters [13] .
Hofinger et al. create models of human factors, including physical, cognitive, motivational and social variables, in evacuation [14] . Wong et al. present an algorithm to compute the optimal route for each local region. The system is to reduce congestion and maximize the number of evacuees arriving at exits in each time span. They also simulate crowd movements during route optimization [15] .
Weiss et al. present a crowd simulation method that runs at interactive rates for hundreds of thousands of agents. The simulation animates a sparse and dense group of agents at interactive rates. It optimizes evacuation routes based on crowd simulations [16] .
Interaction among individuals further develops into the interaction of agents with another object, as when Safonova and Hodgins simulate a man walking and taking a ball from the ground. They use A * search to get an optimal solution in a graph that satisfies the user's specification [17] . Jablonski et al. present pedestrians (agents) that move, watch stores, enter stores, and reappear from stores. Each agent has their own personal interests and needs, which affects its objectives and interactions with the surroundings. Genetic algorithms are used to animate the dynamic behavior of the environment and the knowledge spreading [18] [27] . Park et al. propose a decision support system called SimCrowdControl has been developed using the technique of agent-based modeling and simulation (ABMS). The simulation shows the polices block the hostile rioters to protect core downtown areas [28] .
B. Fight Simulation
There are several studies in fight simulation. Study of characters' interactions through fighting have been conducted. In general, fight simulations develop beginning with one-on-one fights, then develop into oneagainst-many fights and ultimately many-against-many fights.
Zordan and Hodgins simulated motion that responds to attacks on the upper body of a human using motion capture data [29] and implemented their research in the form of a boxing animation between two people. They succeeded in simulating the reactions of people who are hit and beaten in boxing, but were unable to realistically show the intensive interactions between two competing characters. Their research was also implemented using table tennis and fencing.
Lee and Lee developed interaction between agents for a boxing simulation using data obtained from motion capture. Their developed model successfully selected the motion with minimal runtime cost, and their method was based on reinforcement learning allowing autonomous agents to learn certain behaviors through trial and error [30] . However, this simulation was still limited to the interaction of two characters boxing. Kovar and Gleicher simulated kicking, based on motion capture data. The developed model was meant to find and select appropriate motion for motion capture sequences [31] , and it had not shown a fight yet.
Komura conducted research on a character's reactions to a blow that hit it. Although animations generated from motion capture data with a momentum-based inverse kinematic were capable of displaying various reactions that occur after a character receives a punch [32] , this is not a continuously animated fight.
Shum et al. simulate the interaction of two boxing characters, based on motion capture data [8] . Shum et al. developed this further in 2008 by simulating many characters with a model called interaction patch, which was used with min-max search techniques to generate a series of motions innon-player characters. The patch interaction took a microlook at agents' interactions with other agents. Interaction between agents was obtained by creating a patch table in the form of data obtained from motion capture. Interaction between agents was done with less computation [7] . This interaction patch, however, has limitations in simulating many characters with continuous interaction [33] .
Arikan et al. simulated push effects on the upper part of the human body [34] . Their method could find visually plausible transitions that did not necessarily correspond to similar motions in terms of configuration. This method could start with a limited set of recorded motions, which could be modified to serve different pushes on the upper body.
Ishihara et al. evaluate the performance of MonteCarlo Tree Search (MCTS) in a fighting game artificial intelligence and proposes an improvement for the algorithm. They improve the Monte-Carlo tree search in fighting game artificial intelligence and enhance it with Roulette Selection and a rule base. They proposed improvements, especially Roulette Selection, effectively enhance the MCTS based method [35] .
III. MULTI-CHARACTER FIGHTING MODEL
This study aims to establish a new model of simultaneous fighting involving multiple characters. In fulfilling the objective of this study, a multi-character fighting model has been built.
A. Model and State
In this model, each character is an NPC that can seek out and select opponents. Each character avoids any obstacles that block his way. Each character can switch from one opponent to another without waiting for the current opponent to be defeated.
The model considers every agent as the same type of character, without any variation in height, weight, strength, initial health, and damage points. Therefore, each character can make equal decisions during a fight. Fig. 1 If there is more than one opponent, the opponent is selected randomly. In Fight state, in every looping period, the character checks the opponents near him and chooses one to be encountered.
If a character checks for an opponent but finds none (sumOpponent=0), he will search for enemies over the whole battlefield (Search Enemy state). Enemy searching is performed by searching for a character that is tagged differently. If there is no enemy found (En=0), then the character's group wins (Win state).
In Search Enemy state, when he finds an enemy, that enemy becomes the character's target opponent. When a character finds more than one enemy, he will select the one closest to his position to become the target opponent (Choose a Candidate Opponent state). After finding a target opponent, the character moves closer to the target opponent (Approach state). In Approach state, the character searches for an enemy in every looping period.
The character approaches the target opponents, and after reaching a certain distance (Dist<x), he enters Fight state. In this model, x is two length units. If there is an obstacle (object/human) between the character and the target opponent (Obs=True), then he should enter Avoid Obstacle state following the obstacle avoidance algorithm described in Subsection III.B.
In avoiding an obstacle, if the distance between the character and his enemy is greater than two length units, and there is no obstacle (Obs=F & Dist>x), then the character will approach the opponent (Approach state).
If the character's distance from the opponent is less than or equal to two (Dist≤x), and there is no obstacle (Obs=False), he will enter Fight state and thus approach the opponent to attack.
In Fight state, when more than one opponent is available, an opponent selection is performed randomly among available opponents. Every looping period, each character updates his list of opponents surrounding him. The attack consists of two kinds of motion, kicks and punches, which are performed randomly.
A character's attack reduces the health of the opponent. If the health of a character reaches zero (Health ≤ 0), then he enters Defeated state and is considered defeated. In this simulation, the defeated character is simulated as disappearing from the battlefield. Details about the health system are provided in Subsection III.C.
If a character successfully defeats an opponent, he enters Search Opponent state again. If he finds an opponent, then he will fight again, until all of the opponents are defeated. If there is no more enemies remain (En=0), the character's group is considered victorious (Win state).
B. Obstacle Avoidance System
Often, a character is impeded by an obstacle when moving towards an opponent. Such obstacles may be the character's allies or other objects. Often a character's allies intuitively block other characters from reaching opponents. If that happens, a character must avoid the obstacle. Fig. 3 shows the obstacle avoidance pseudocode. value. IsRight is used to determine a character's tendency to move to the right or left. If a character (white circle) moves forward and finds an obstacle, and if isRight is True, that character will move to the right. If there is an obstacle to the right, then the character will move to the rear right. If there is an obstacle there, the character will move to the left. If there is an obstacle to the left, the character will move to the rear left (see Fig. 4 (a-e) ).
Conversely, if isRight is False, the character checks the left first. If there is no obstacle to the left, the character then moves to the left. If there is an obstacle to the left, the character moves to the rear left. If there is an obstacle to the rear left, the character moves to the right. If there is an obstacleto the right, the character will go to the rear right (see Fig. 4 (f-j) ). 
C. Damage and Health System
In game development, there must be disequilibrium, winners and losers. In fighting games, a character's health is reduced when he is attacked by an opponent. Fig. 5 illustrates the damage and health pseudocode used. The life of a character is shown in the form of a health bar. In this model, all characters have the same initial health. If a character is attacked, then his health is reduced by an amount corresponding to the opponent's DPS value; when a character attacks his opponent, his health is unchanged (it does not decrease). In this model, the type of attack (a punch or a kick) does not affect the character's damage points.
IV. SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Personal computers and smart phones have been used to implement this model. This was rendered using the Unity game engine.
In this simulation, a fight takes place between two groups, Group A and Group B. Group A wears white clothes while group B wears black clothes.
Every character has the same behavior. The character searches for opponents, selects one target opponent, and fights with the target opponent. The character also searches for enemies, chooses a potential opponent, moves to approach the opponent, and avoids obstacles.
When searching for opponents, the distance searched is less than or equal to two length units (x≤2). If the distance is less than or equal to two, the character enters the Fight state. In the Approach state, if the distance to the opponent is less than or equal to two, the opponent will also enter the Fight state.
Every character has the same initial health, 1000. Each character has a damage point of 30 and requires 0.8 seconds per attack. As such, each character's DPS value is 30 / 0.8 = 37.5; in other words, each character reduces his opponent's health by 37.5 points every second of attacking. If a character attacks for 5 seconds, then he will reduce the opponent's health by 5 x 37.5 = 187. In a personal computer implementation (see Fig. 6 ), a simulation of three characters fighting in one-on-two fighting is shown. Fig. 6(a) shows an Idle state, in which each character can select his opponent. Each character will select the closest enemy. A1 and A2 have only one enemy who can potentially become their opponent (B1). B1 has two enemies, A1 and A2. As A1 is nearer than A2, then B1 chooses A1 as his opponent. B1 moves to approach A1. If the distance between A1 and B1 is less than two units, A1 and B1 attack each other as opponents in a Fight state (see Fig. 6(b) ). When A1 and B1 are in a Fight state, A2 goes forward to approach B1.
In Fig. 6 (c), A2 approaches B1. B1 thus has two opponents on his list, A1 and A2. In the Fight state, at a certain time B1 randomly chooses a target to attack. In Fig. 6(d) , B1 changes his target opponent from A1 to A2. In Fig. 6 (e) A2 and B1 are in Fight state, A1 goes forward to approach B1. Fig. 7 (a-e) shows a simulation of the obstacle avoiding system. The scene takes the form of a fight in which four characters face off against one character. The simulation is initiated (see Fig. 7(a) ) when A1, A2, A3 and A4 approach B1. A4 goes directly to B1 because he has no obstacles ahead of him. A3 avoids A4 by moving to the left as he approaches B1. A2 also avoids A3 by moving to the left. A1 avoids A2 by moving to the right. After A2 moves to left, A1 has no obstacle ahead of him. A1 may go forward (see Fig. 7(b) ). In Fig. 7 (c) A1, A2 and A3 move forward. In Fig. 7(d) , A1 moves to the right and A2 moves forward to B1. Fig. 7 (a-e) shows that the model's obstacle avoidance has worked. If an obstacle is in front of the character, the character automatically makes a decision to move left or right. If the character faces no obstacles, he moves straight. Fig. 8 shows a multi-character fight involving 15 characters. This fight consists of two groups, Group A (five characters) and Group B (ten characters). In Fig.  8(a) , all characters are in an Idle state. When the simulation begins, all characters search for the closest enemy. Each then approaches the potential opponent (see Fig. 8(b) and (c) ). If the distance between a character and his candidate opponent is less than two distance units, they are in a Fight state (see Fig. 8(d) In Fig. 8(e) , character A1 has one opponent, A2 has two opponents, A3 has two opponents, A4 has two opponents, and A5 has three opponents. In the Fight state, each character may change his target opponent. B5 changes his target opponent from A3 to A1. B1 changes his target opponent from A2 to A4. This also means that B1 and B5 change their fight cluster. A1 changes his target from B6 to B5. A4 changes his target from B5 to B8. A5 changes his target from B9 to B7. Finally, in Fig  8(f) , character A1 has two opponents, A2 has one opponent, A3 has one opponent, A4 has three opponents, and A5 has three opponents. Fig. 8 indicates that in this model, a character searches for enemies, selects a potential opponent, and approaches this potential opponent. Characters may sometimes have one opponent, and sometimes have several opponents. Eventually, each character will enter the Fight state to defeat his target opponents or be defeated by his target opponent. In a fight cluster, each character can move from one opponent to another, without waiting for the current opponent's defeat. Each character can move from one fight cluster to nearby fight cluster.
In the Fight state, each character can change his target opponent randomly in his fight cluster, even when his target opponent is not defeated. Each opponent can then fight all opponents simultaneously. Sometimes a character moves from one fight cluster to another, thus making the fight scene more dynamic.
With this model, then, multiple NPCs can thus fight each other. In Fig. 9 , a fight occurs between two groups, with each group consisting of many characters. Fig. 9(a) shows an Idle state position, a character does not move from his place. After Idle state, all character check whether or not there are any opponents. If a character has an enemy nearby, the enemy will become an opponent. Each character may thus encounter one or more characters simultaneously (see Fig. 9(b) and 9(c) ). If a character encounters many potential opponents, he selects randomly a target opponent to be encountered. If an opponent is defeated, the character will search for another enemy as a new target opponent (see Fig. 9(d) ). If a character is defeated, it will be dead and dissapeared. group consisting of ten characters. As with the experiment using a personal computer, the implementation of this model on a smart phone allowed fights to be run simultaneously. Five game players have tested the implementation of this model, and they have the notion that it would be positively applied in a game simulation. They hope that this model can make fight scenes in games more realistic.
V. CONCLUSION
This research has simulated fights between multiplecharacters. Each character in this research is an NPC (non-player character). This model can simulate fights that can be run by the system and can be run simultaneously. Each character can search for enemies or opponents and select target opponents. Each character can avoid obstacles, approach target opponents, change target opponents, defeat opponents or be defeated by opponents; as such, each character can fight against many opponents.
Each character may encounter many characters at a time. Each character focuses not only on one opponent, but also those surrounding him. Each character can move from one opponent to another in a fight cluster, without waiting for the current opponent's defeat. Each character can also move from one fight cluster to another. The movement of characters in one cluster or between clusters will make fight scenes more dynamic. This research has implemented this model as a 3D simulation that can be run on a personal computer or a smart phone.
In the future study and game development, each character may have different power, skills, and thoughts to create variations in each character's behavior during the fighting. In game development, hit points and damage per second can be varied for each different type of character to provide variety and avoid a monotone.
